Laser Levelling

TC-LL 1
Item No.: 2270095
Ident No.: 11039
Bar Code: 4006825616217
The Einhell laser levelling TC-LL 1 is the ideal tool for precision work around the home, on site or in the workshop. It enables both exact laser points
and precise laser lines to be marked with high precision. The laser levelling makes it easy to project horizontal, vertical or even diagonal installation
lines. It can also be used as a precise spirit level. For precise laser alignment there are integrated spirit levels. In addition, the spot laser offers exact
transfer of heights in rooms. Comfortable and user-friendly operation is ensured by the soft grip and flexible wall bracket which are included among the
features of the Einhell laser levelling TC-LL 1.

Features & Benefits
- For use as a laser levelling or as a conventional spirit level
- Horizontal, vertical or diagonal laser lines and spot laser
- Precise laser alignment thanks to integrated spirit levels
- Spot laser for the exact transfer of heights
- Comfortable handling thanks to the soft grip
- Complete with wall bracket for working comfort
- 2x 1.5V AAA batteries needed (not included in delivery)

Technical Data
- working range - dot
- working range - line
- Laser class
- Accuracy

20 m
5m
II
0.5 mm/m

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg)
- Gross weight (kg)
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

0.12
0.43
111 x 66 x 202 mm
10 Pieces
4.2 kg
365 x 245 x 220 mm
13800 | 28200 | 33840

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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